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THE INDIAN IN LATIN AMERICA: APPROACHES TO
ADMINISTRATION, INTEGRATION, AND PROTECTION*
LEE SWEPSTON*
INTRODUCTION

Indigenous and tribal populations are found in many countries
in almost all parts of the world. In Latin America they are the Indians,
descendants of the pre-Colombian peoples who were once the only
inhabitants of their hemisphere. European colonisation has had a
generally destructive effect on their institutions and cultures, and even
the continued physical survival of some groups is precarious. By now,
however, they are even more embattled in their attempts to survive
physically and culturally. In several countries their cultures have
disintegrated entirely as a result of war, disease and the loss of lands
they once occupied, and there are no longer groups identifiable
as Indians.' In other countries they still survive as forest-dwelling
populations, 2 or they have been partially assimilated into the national
economies, retaining only fragments of their own cultures. 3 The
* The present article is an expanded version of an article entitled Latin American
INT'L LAB. REV. 179

approaches to the "Indian problem," which first appeared in 117
(Geneva: 1978).

** Official of the International Labour Office, Geneva, Switzerland.

1. See Appendix infra for countries which have ratified the Indigenous and Tribal
Populations Convention No. 107, 328 U.N.T.S. 247 (1957) [hereinafter cited as Convention No. 107], but which have no indigenous populations. For example, El Salvador
indicated in its first report on the application of Convention No. 107 that there were
no indigenous populations as defined in the Convention; there were groups which retained some characteristics of Indians, but who were fully integrated and shared equal
rights with the rest of the population. Government of El Salvador, Report to the ILO
(1960). The 1969 Report of Haiti on the application of the Convention stated: "[ihere
are no tribal or semi-tribal populations in Haiti as defined in Article 1 of the Convention. . . . More than a century ago there did exist in Hispanola [former name of
Haiti] an aboriginal population descended from Indians, who were entirely wiped out
by 'Conquistadores' . . . ." Government of Haiti, Report to the ILO (1969).
2. Of those countries covered in this paper, the following have reported the existence of forest-dwelling Indians: Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Ecuador, Paraguay, and Peru.
3. Of those countries covered in this paper, the following have reported the existence of Indian groups which have settled and have been partially assimilated into their
national cultures: Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia, Costa Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama,
Paraguay, and Peru. The literature on indigenous populations in the Americas is extensive,
but for survey approach see ILO, INDIGENOUS PEOPLES. LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS OF ABORIGINAL POPULATIONS IN INDEPENDENT COUNTRIES (1953) and WORLD
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, THE SITUATION OF THE INDIAN IN SOUTH AMERICA (Geneva:

1972). The United Nations Sub-Committee on the Prevention of Discrimination and
Protection of Minorities is now engaged in a study of the problems of discrimination
against indigenous populations. See note 16 infra. Monographs on the situation should
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problems these groups encounter are similar almost everywhere, but
corresponding solutions differ widely.
The International Labour Organisation's interest in indigenous
populations dates from its early days, and since 1957 it has administered the only international convention that deals comprehensively
4
and specifically with their living and working conditions.
The ILO undertook studies of the conditions of indigenous
workers as early as 1921.1 Three different ILO committees of experts
were formed for this specific purpose between 1926 and 1962. The
findings of these committees led to the adoption of several conventions
dealing with different problems of indigenous workers.0 In 1953 the
ILO published one of the most authoritative and comprehensive
studies yet produced of the living and working conditions of these
populations in all parts of the world.7 In that same year the United
Nations initiated the Andean Indian Program, and gave the ILO
primary responsibility for its general management with the participation of the United Nations, FAO, UNESCO, WHO, and later,
UNICEF.8 This comprehensive program of integration and development was carried out in Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Colombia, Ecuador,
begin to appear before the end of 1979. AmiRICA INDIGENA, the quarterly publication

of the Inter-American Indian Institute (Mexico City), contains anthropological and legal
articles on the situation of Indians in the Americas. Other organisations which regularly
publish materials on the situation of indigenous populations include the International
Work Group for Indigenous Affairs (Copenhagen), Survival International (London),
Indigena, (Berkeley, California), and many others.
4. See Convention No. 107, supra note 1.
5. ILO Internal Staff Studies (unpublished).
6. A Committee of Experts on Native Labour was formed by the ILO Governing
Body at its 32d Session, May-June 1926, and met in Geneva in July 1927. ILO, MINUTES
OF THE 32D SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BODY 17 (1926). The Conventions and Recommendations the ILO adopted as a result of its work are listed in United Nations documents. See U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.596 f 97 (1974) (survey of ILO action in the
field of indigenous populations up to 1973). Later, the ILO Committee of Experts on
Indigenous Labour met in La Paz, Bolivia from January 15-27, 1951. See ILO, MINUTES
OF THE 114TH SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BODY 85-90 (1951). See also First Session
of the ILO Committee of Experts on Indigenous Labour, 64 INT'L LAB. REV. 61, 61-84
(1951). Its second session was held in Geneva, Switzerland in March 1954, and its
report was approved by the ILO Governing Body. See ILO, MINUTES OF THE 125TH
SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BODY 41 (1954), reprinted in Second Session of the ILO
Committee of Experts on Indigenous Labour, 70 INT'L LAB. REV. 418, 418-441 (1954).
In 1962 the ILO organized the Panel of Consultants on Indigenous and Tribal Populations, which met in Geneva from October 15-26. See ILO, MINUTES OF THE 151ST
SESSION OF THE GOVERNING BODY 44 (1962), noted in 46 ILO OFFICIAL BULL. 39-46
(1963).
7. ILO, supra note 3.
8. The history of the Andean Indian Program is described in Progress Report of
the Special Rapporteur, Study of the Problem of Discrimination Against Indigenous
Populations 49-56, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.584 (1973).
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Peru and Venezuela. As the program developed, its administration was
gradually transferred from the international organisations to the national governments. 9
The focus of ILO activity today in this field is the Indigenous
and Tribal Populations Convention,' 0 which was drawn up in consultation with the United Nations, WHO, UNESCO and FAO."
Article 22 of the ILO Constitution prescribes that countries which
have ratified the Convention provide reports to the ILO on the situation of indigenous populations in the country and on national law and
practice in regard to them. 2 The ILO's Committee of Experts on the
Application of Conventions and Recommendations then examines these
reports and makes any necessary comments.' 8 These comments may be
in the form of observations, which are published in the Committee's
annual report; or of direct requests, which are communicated directly
to the government concerned.' 4
This article will not attempt to describe in detail all the measures
taken by each ratifying country to apply each provision of the Convention. Instead, it will describe the approaches adopted to five key
problems by ten Latin American countries, as reflected in their legislation, government reports to the ILO, and other information accumulated by the ILO,' 5 in the hope that a comparison of these ap9. See Rens, The Andean Programme, 84 INT'L LAB. REV. 423-61 (1961). See
also Rens, The Development of the Andean Programme and its Future, 88 INT'L LAB.
REV. 547, 547-63 (1963).

10. Convention No. 107, supra note 1.
11. Id. at last preambular paragraph. See III (4A) ILO,

INT'L

LABOUR CONF., 6 3 D

SESS., REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS ON THE APPLICATION OF CONVENTIONS
AND RECOMMIENDATIONS 20 (1977). The Convention has been ratified by 27 countries,

of which 14 are in Latin America, 5 in Asia, 6 in Africa and the Middle East, and 2
in Europe. See Appendix infra. Convention No. 107 is supplemented by the Indigenous
and Tribal Populations Recommendation No. 104 (1957), which although not binding

on governments, provides more detailed guidelines for the protection and integration
of these peoples. ILO, CONVENTIONS AND REcoMMENDATIONS ADOPTED BY THE INTERNATIONAL LABOUR CONFERENCE 1919-1966, at 909-15 (1966).
12. ILO CONST. art. 22. Much of the information in this article is based on these
government reports, and in some cases the ILO has not been able to obtain independent
verification of what is stated therein. Where the source is a government report, this
is clearly indicated. These reports are not generally available to the public, but serious
researchers may apply to the International Labour Office in Geneva if they wish to
examine them.
13. III (4A) ILO, supranote 11.
14. A detailed description of the Committee of Experts' procedures for examining
the application of Conventions and Recommendations may be found in their report.
See III (4A) ILO, supra note 11; ILO, INTERNATIONAL LABOUR STANDARDS: A WORKERS' EDUCATION MANUAL

(1978).

15. The government reports and other information are stored in the ILO offices in
Geneva, Switzerland, see note 12 supra.
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proaches might prove useful in formulating programs for indigenous
populations. The problems discussed are citizenship and legal status,
administrative systems land ownership, education and labour; the
countries considered are Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil, Colombia, Costa
Rica, Ecuador, Mexico, Panama, Paraguay and Peru.
I.

GENERAL COMMENTS ON PROBLEMS CONCERNING

INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS
A number of practical problems arise in the study of indigenous

populations, specifically in the application of Convention No. 107. The
initial difficulty is to define indigenous populations."' The Convention
itself gives the following definition:
1. This Convention applies to (a) members of tribal or semi-tribal populations in independent
countries whose social and economic conditions are at a less advanced stage than the stage reached by the other sections of the
national community and whose status is regulated wholly or partially by their own customs or traditions or by special laws or
regulations;
(b) members of tribal or semi-tribal populations in independent
countries which are regarded as indigenous on account of their
descent from the populations which inhabited the country, or a
geographical region to which the country belongs, at the time of
conquest or colonisation and which, irrespective of their legal
status, live more in conformity with the social, economic and
cultural institutions of that time than with the institutions of the
nations to which they belong.
2. For the purposes of this Convention, the term "semi-tribal"
includes groups and persons who, although they are in the process
of losing their tribal17characteristics, are not yet integrated into the
national community.
This definition makes the Convention flexible enough to apply
to indigenous populations in a wide range of countries. In practice,
however, a number of practical difficulties are encountered in applying
it to particular situations. For example, states ratifying the Convention
16. See the excellent discussion of this problem in Sub-Commission on Prevention
of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, Report of the Special Rapporteur, U.N.
ESCOR, U.N. Doc. E/CN.4/Sub.2/L.566 (1972). See also ILO, supra note 3, at 3-27;

VIII (1) ILO,

LIVING AND WORKING CONDITIONS OF INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS IN

DEPENDENT COUNTRIES 47-48 (1956).
17. Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 1.

IN-
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may consider that only isolated, forest-dwelling groups are included;18
or that all persons of indigenous descent are included if they retain
some kind of ties to their traditional cultures; 19 or some other formula
between the two. 20 The designation of certain population groups as
indigenous can have consequences within the legal and political
systems such as special treatment in the courts, 21 priority in the distribution of lands,22 and even in the full enjoyment of their rights of
citizenship.2 Thus the definition adopted may differ widely from country to country.
In complying with the Convention's requirement that they develop
"co-ordinated and systematic action for the protection of the populations concerned and their progressive integration into the life of their
' ratifying
respective countries,"2
states encounter three principal kinds
of difficulties. First, some countries may be required to institute
special measures for relatively small, often isolated groups.2 5 They may
be reluctant to do so, both because this would entail very high expenses in proportion to the number of persons involved (often in
countries which are among the poorest in the world) and because
primitive isolated groups may occupy areas which the government
wants to open up to colonisation and commercial exploitation.
In another situation, these populations may form the largest (and
usually poorest) groups in the country. 26 Some measures applied to
these groups could be considered the special measures envisaged by
the Convention, such as bilingual education27 or recognition of their
18. Of the countries under study here, only Brazil has stated that only forestdwelling Indians are covered by the Convention. Government of Brazil, Report to the
ILO (1967). The definition of "Indian" for purposes of internal Brazilian law may be
found in the Indian Statute, Act No. 6001 §§ 3, 4 (Dec. 19, 1973).
19. Government of Bolivia, Report to the ILO (1968).
20. The Government of Mexico stated in its first report that Convention No. 107
applies to persons who speak indigenous languages, as this criterion is used when taking censuses. Government of Mexico, Report to the ILO (1962).
21. For example, in Brazil, Indians, who are legally minors, may not bring court
actions in their own names. See text accompanying note 44 infra.
22. For example, in Colombia, special reserved zones are set aside for later distribution to some indigenous groups. See text accompanying notes 151-56 infra.
23. For example, in Brazil, see text accompanying note 43 infra, and in Colombia,
see text accompanying notes 48-56 infra. While the Indians in these countries are citizens, they do not have the same rights as other citizens.
24. Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 2, para. 1.
25. See notes 2-3 supra.
26. Bolivia is an example of this situation. See, e.g., ILO, supra note 3, at 181, 467.
27. Bilingual education is required by article 23 of Convention No. 107, supra
note 1. See text accompanying notes 223-84 infra.
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customary laws;2s others would be characterized more accurately as
rural development, and may in fact be inimical to some of the protective measures required by the Convention. 2
The third problem is probably the most crucial, and is certainly
the most difficult for both the ILO and the countries involved. Simply
stated, it is whether to protect these populations or to integrate them.
The Convention itself gives little help: Article 2 provides that governments shall adopt measures "creating possibilities of national integration to the exclusion of measures tending towards the artificial assimilation of these populations," 30 and other articles provide for measures
2
both of protection 3' and of integration.
Almost all countries believe that these populations must eventually
be integrated, at least to the extent of enjoying equal rights and opportunities with the rest of the population, and this attitude is reflected expressly or implicitly in their legislation. 83 On the other hand,
integration implies a loss of cultural identity, to some degree at least.
The removal of all distinctions among different population groups
could not only make the country culturally less rich but also involve
unfavourable legal consequences for the indigenous populations-loss
of ancestral lands, for example. Most recent commentators argue
against an integrationist approach, 34 as do the speeches, 3 5 declarations, 0
28. Recognition of their customary laws is required by articles 7 and 8 of Convention No. 107, supra note 1.
29. In Peru, the restructuring of "Native Communities" into "Rural Communities"
under a new legal regime and structure came in the context of agrarian reform legislation, but is contradictory to the Convention's requirement to protect the "customs and
institutions" of indigenous populations. Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 7(2).
See text accompanying notes 66-68 infra.
30. Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 2, para. 2(c).
31. See Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 2, para. 4; art. 3, para. 1; arts.
7-15, 17, 20-23. Note that some articles contain limitations on the extent to which
protection will be provided. For example, article 7 of the Convention provides:
"[tihese populations shall be allowed to retain their own customs and institutions where
these are not incompatible with the national legal system or the objectives of integration programmes." Convention No. 107, supranote 1, art. 7, para. 2.
32. See Convention No. 107, supra note 1, arts. 5, 6, 18, 24.
33. For example, in Paraguay, a 1975 decree provides: "The National Indian
Institute (INDI) is hereby created. Its purpose is to promote the development of the
various indigenous communities of the country and to promote their effective integration into the national society, while respecting their various cultures." Paraguay Decree
No. 18365, § 1 (Oct. 20, 1975).
34. See, e.g., Rubio Orbe, Politicas y Estrategias en el Indigenismo de Amrrica,
36 A iRicA INDfGENA 453, 453-77 (1976).
35. See generally PROCEEDINGS OF THE INTERNATIONAL NGO CONFERENCE ON
DISCRIMINATION AGAINST INDIGENOUS POPULATIONS IN THE AMERICAS 20-23 (Sept.
1977).
36. See, e.g., untitled statement by Indian leaders of Colombia, reprinted in S.
CORRY, TowARDs INDIAN SELF-DETERMINATION IN COLOMBIA 47-48 (London: Survival
International 1976).
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and manifestos7 issued by a large number of organisations of indigenous populations. Some indigenous groups may see some form of integration as their only hope for survival and the attainment of equality,
but an increasing number of writers and organisations are calling for
the right of the indigenous populations themselves to decide on the
38
extent and speed of integration.
II.

CITIZENSHIP AND LFGAL STATUS

All the countries under review consider their indigenous populations to be citizens by virtue of their birth in the national territory,8 9
and prohibit discrimination among citizens. 40 Civil and political rights
37. See, e.g., Tiahuanacu Manifesto (Bolivia: July 30, 1973), submitted to the
International NGO Conference on Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations in the

Americas.
38. See, e.g., S. CoRY, supra note 36, at 5.
39. Citizenship on the basis of birth is provided for in the following: ARGENTINA
CONST. arts. 16, 67, BoLrviA CONST. arts 36(1), 41, BRAZIL CONST. art. 145, COLOMBIA
CONST. arts. 8, 14, COSTA RICA CONST. arts. 13, 33, 90, ECUADOR CONST. arts. 10, 15,
MExIco CONsT. arts. 1, 30, 34, PANAMA CONST. arts. 9, 19, PARAGUAY CONST. arts. 24,
54, PERU CONST. art. 4, 84.
40. Equality before the law is guaranteed in -the following: ARGENTINA CONST. art.
16, BOLIVIA CONsT. art. 6, BRAZIL CONST. art. 150(1), COSTA RICA CONST. art. 33,
ECUADOR CONST. arts. 10, 15, MEXICO CONST. art. 1, PANAMA CONST. art. 19, PARAGUAY
CONST. art. 54, PERU CONST. art. 23. As regards Peru, however, the ILO Committee of
Experts made the following observation on the application of the Abolition of Forced
Labour Convention No. 105 (1957), at its 1978 Session:
In its comments made since 1971, the Committee has noted that under
section 44 of the Penal Code, in the case of crimes committed by persons of
a lower order of civilisation ("salvajes"), the sentence of rigorous imprisonment
or imprisonment may be replaced by a sentence to an agricultural penal colony
for an indeterminate period of up to 20 years, even if the maximum penalty
of deprivation of liberty applicable to other persons for the offence in question
was of shorter duration. The Committee had asked the Government to reexamine this provision and to indicate the measures taken to ensure the
observance of Article 1(e) of the Convention, under which no form of forced
or compulsory labour may be used as a means of labour discipline.
-In its report the Government has again indicated that the penal sanctions
for crimes committed by persons of a lower level of civilisation are lighter than
for other persons.
The Committee recalls that although in the general definitions of the
various sentences set out in the Penal Code the limits for sentences of rigorous
imprisonment are fixed at between 1 and 20 years (section 12) and for sentences of imprisonment at between 2 days and 20 years (section 14), the same
Code prescribes for various offences maximum penalties of much less than 20
years. However, in the case of a "salvaje," section 44 permits the placement
of such a person in an agricultural penal colony, where he must remain until
he is granted provisional liberty, having completed two-thirds of the sentence
for the offence, if he has been assimilated into civilized life and his morals
render him suitable; if this is not the case, he must remain in the colony
until he becomes so qualified or until he completes the 20 years' imprisonment. The law thus lirovides for the possibility of extending deprivation of
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are based on nationality and citizenship and are-at least in theorygranted equally to all. Because special measures are often necessary in
practice to protect this equality of rights, legislation has sometimes
been enacted for this purpose, but in Brazil and Colombia this "protective" legislation can have serious effects on the civil and political
rights of the populations concerned.
In Brazil, Indians who are not "integrated into national life" are
under tutelage-they are legally minors and are under the guardianship of the state. 41 The Indian Statute provides that "enjoyment of
civil and political rights by Indians depends on the verification of the
42
conditions established in this Act and in the pertinent legislation.
Under section 9 of the Act, an Indian may apply to a magistrate to
be freed from tutelage and assume full civic rights if he is at least 21
years of age, has some knowledge of Portuguese, possesses a useful skill
and has "a reasonable comprehension of the usages and customs of the
national community." 43 According to the Government's 1978 report
to the ILO, all of the country's 200,000 Indians are under tutelage and
44
none has yet applied for emancipation.
Under the Indian Statute all agreements, 45 including contracts of
employment,4 6 are void if concluded without the approval of the
responsible state body, namely the National Indian Foundation
liberty (involving an obligation to work) beyond the normal duration of the
sentence, only in the case of indigenous persons. Consequently, even if the

scheme applying in the agricultural colonies is less severe, the Committee once
again requests the Government to indicate the measures taken or contemplated
to ensure observance of Article 1 (e) of the Convention.
III ILO, INT'L LABOUR CONF., 64TH SEss., REPORT OF THE COMMITTEE OF EXPERTS
ON THE APPLICATION OF CONVENTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

(1978).

41. The Indian Statute provides: "Non-integrated Indians and native
ties shall remain subject to the system of trusteeship established by this Act.
Union shall be responsible for trusteeship through the competent federal
assistance to the forest-dwellers." Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, § 7
1973).

communi. . . The
organs of
(Dec. 19,

42. Id. § 5.
43. Id. §9.
44. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1978).
45. The "single paragraph" of this section provides: "The above rule shall not
apply if the Indian was aware of the nature of the agreement entered into and of its
possible effects, providing this is not harmful to his interests." Indian Statute, Brazil
Act No. 6001, § 8 (Dec. 19, 1973).
46. The Act states that any contract of employment with "isolated" Indians (as
defined in section 4(I) of the Act) is void. Id. § 15. Section 16 provides that employment contracts entered into with Indians in the process of integration, or Indians inhabiting reserves or agricultural colonies and settlements, are void unless FUNAI, see
note 58 infra, has given prior approval. Id. § 16.
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(FUNAI). Indians also have such limitations as being unable to own
47
land or to bring court actions due to their legal status as minors.
In Colombia, the relevant statute provides that "the general
legislation of the Republic shall not apply to savages who are being
brought to civilised life by the Missions. In consequence, the Government, in agreement with the ecclesiastical authority, shall determine
48
the manner in which these developing societies shall be governed.
Section 2 provides that indigenous communities which are already
civilised, but live on reservation lands, are also excluded from the
scope of general legislation and are to be governed according to special
laws. 49 Under a second act, the Government delegated its civil, penal
and judicial authority to the Catholic Church in regard to areas containing nonintegrated forest-dwelling Indians. 50 A decision of the
Supreme Court of Justice on May 14, 1967, held this provision unconstitutional, ruling that the Government could not thus surrender
complete authority over a segment of its citizens, but confirmed that
there was no legislation which did apply to the populations excluded
under the 1890 Act. 51 The legal status of the Indians is also affected
by the successive "mission agreements" 52 which have been concluded
between the Government and the Vatican since 1888 to regulate the
manner in which the Church deals with the indigenous populations
under its control. Earlier agreements had confirmed the delegation of
authority to the Catholic Church, and had put what became known
as the "mission territories" exclusively under the educational, political
and religious control of the missions. 5 This had obvious implications
47. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
48. Colombia Aft No. 89, § 1 (Nov. 25, 1890). The Government has published a
volume containing all the legislation up to 1970 concerning indigenous populations. See
6

MINISTERIO DE GOBIERNO, DIRECCI N GENERAL DE INTEGRACION Y DESARROLLO DE LA

COMUNIDAD,

LEOiSLACI6"N

NACIONAL

SOBME

INDiGENAS,

(Bogota:

Imprenta Nacional

1970).
49. Colombia Act No. 89, § 2 (Nov. 25, 1890).
50. Colombia Act No. 72, § 2 (1892), reprinted in MINISTERIO
DIRECCION GENERAL DE INTERGRACION

DE GOBIERNO,
Y DESAROLLO DE LA COMUNIDAD, supra note 48.

51. Neither the full citation of the decision nor the text is available to the ILO.
The Government summarized the decision in its 1971 report on the Convention. In
the same report it stated that judges do, however, apply the general legislation to
Indians, but with leniency in penal cases. See also Gaitan Mahecha, La responsibilidad
penal de los indigenas, REviSTA CXMARA DE COMERCIO DE BOGOTX 131-34 (Sept. 1975).
52. The texts of these agreements are not available to the ILO. According to
Bonilla, the first "convenio de misiones" was established between the Government and

the Vatican on September 24, 1888, and renewed in 1898, 1902, 1908, 1918, 1928 and
1953. V.D. BONILLA, SERVANTS OF GOD OR MASTERS OF MEN? 276 (1972).
53. Holguin, Politica Indigenista y Concordato, REVISTA CXMARA DE COMERCIO
nE BoGoTX 135-40 (Sept. 1975).
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for the opportunity of the indigenous peoples of these areas to enjoy
fully the civil and political rights accorded to the rest of the country's
citizens. The most recent agreement (the Concordat approved by the
Congress in 1974)54 has somewhat modified the absolute control exercised by the missions,5 5 and the ILO Committee of Experts has asked
the Government to clarify the legal and practical situation of these
populations.5 6

III.

ADMINISTRATIvE SYSTEMS5

7

It is important to understand the formal place of "Indian Affairs"
in each of these ten countries. Although the practical administrative
arrangements differ widely, four basic patterns are evident. The first
is found in three countries where strong central bodies control or
carry out most of the activities connected with their indigenous populations. The most comprehensive of these systems is in Brazil, where
the National Indian Foundation (FUNAI) attached to the Ministry
of the Interior administers the tutelage of the Indians and has complete responsibility for them in law and control over all aspects of
their lives.58 In addition to the usual role of such an agency, which
includes programs for the development, health, education, etc., of the
indigenous populations, FUNAI also administers contracts of employment on their behalf,5 9 takes legal proceedings in their name "0 and
manages the land they occupy.6 ' FUNAI has extended its activities to
some 111,000 of the 200,000 Indians in the country,2 while some
50,000 other Indians are under the care of various religious missions.0 8
54. Id.
55. Id.
56. Id.
57. Initial stimulus for forming national indigenous administration organs was
provided by the First Inter-America Indian Conference (Patzcuaro, Mexico 1940). See
International Convention relating the Inter-American Indian Conferences and the InterAmerican Indian Institute, reprinted in ORGANIZING COMMITTEE OF THE FOURTii INTERAMERICAN CONGRESS, FINAL ACTS OF THE FIRST THREE INTER-AMERICAN CONGRESSES
187-205 (Guatemala City).
58. See note 41 and accompanying text supra. FUNAI is the responsible agency
for administering tutelage over the Indians. The Statutes of FUNAI, Brazil Decree No.
68,377, § 3 (Mar. 19, 1971); Internal regulations of FUNAI, § 3 (XIII), approved by
Brazil Directive (Portaria)GM/BSB/No. 1086 (July 21, 1976).
59. The Indian Statute also provides: "Whenever non-integrated Indians enter
into employment, the organ of protection of the Indians shall supervise the conditions
of work, denouncing abuses and ensuring that the appropriate sanctions are imposed."
Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, supra note 41, § 16 para. 2.
60. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
61. Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, supra note 41, g 42.
62. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
63. Id. While there is no complete list available of all religious missions working
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Two other countries have central bodies with similar, though less
extensive, functions. In Costa Rica, recent measures have been taken
to reorganise the administration of indigenous affairs. The National
Commission for Indigenous Affairs (CONAI) was created in 1973 and
is responsible for all aspects of the question. Its role has been more
precisely defined in the new Indian Act of 1977 and its 1978 regulations. 4
In Peru, the National System of Support for Social Mobilisation
(SINAMOS)05 is responsible for operational activities which concern
indigenous populations. Special problems in Peru arise from the fact
that the Indians in the country are divided into two distinct groups:
those of the mountain and coastal regions, and the forest-dwelling
Indians. The first, the settled populations of the mountain and coastal
regions, are considered to form part of the general rural population
and are covered by agrarian reform legislation. Prior to 1969 there
were legally recognised "Indigenous Communities" in these areas. 66
However, they were renamed "Rural Communities" (comunidades
campesinas) and their political structure was reorganised. 67 Even under
this designation the Government still considers them to be covered
by Convention No. 107.1s
SINAMOS also has the responsibility for the forest-dwelling Indians of Peru (of whom there are about 200,000)69 under 1974 legislation which requires that they be formed into "Native Communities."' 70 The Government's intention is to integrate these communities
also into the general economy of the country.-' Besides undertaking
in Indian areas, a list of those attending a 1973 seminar of FUNAI and religious missions

may be found in FUNAI, SEIIN!RO FUNAI MissoEs RELIGIOSAS.
64. CONAI was established by Costa Rica Act No. 5251 (July 11, 1973) as
amended by Costa Rica Decree No. 5651 (Dec. 13, 1974), and Costa Rica Act No.
5671 (Apr. 14, 1974). See also Costa Rica Indian Act (Ley Indigena) No. 6172 (Nov.
29, 1977); Reglamento de Ia Ley Indigena No. 6172, Costa Rica Decree No. 8487-G
(Apr. 26, 1978).
65. Established by Peru Legis. Decree No. 18896 (1971) and organised by Peru
Legis. Decree No. 19352 (1972).
66. Estatuto Orginico de Comunidades Indigenas, Peru Presidential Decree No.
11-A (July 27, 1966).

67. Peru Agrarian Reform Act, No. 17716 (June 25, 1969); Special Statute for
Rural Communities, Peru Pres. Decree No. 37-70-A (Apr. 24, 1970).
68. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977).
69. S. VARESE, THE FOREST INDIANS IN THE PRESENT POLITICAL SITUATION OF
PERU 12 (Copenhagen: Int'l Work Group for Indigenous Affairs 1972).
70. Act Respecting Native Communities and the Promotion of Farming in the
Forest and Forest-Border Regions, Peru Legis. Decree No. 20653, § 14 (June 18, 1974).

71. See S. VARESE, supra note 69. Varese headed the Native Forest Communities
Division of the Ministry of Agriculture from 1970 to 1972.
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development activities itself, SINAMOS must also authorise any educational or assistance projects undertaken in these areas by nongovernment groups or individuals.7 2 The Summer Institute of Linguistics75
administers educational programs in these areas, and the Office of
Military Colonisation of the Ministry of War operates some colonisation and development programs there.7 4
A second basic pattern of administration is found in two countries
where central bodies supervise and coordinate activities relating to
the indigenous populations but undertake few operational activities
themselves. In Paraguay the National Indian Institute (INDI) 7r has
recently been empowered 76 to supervise, direct, and coordinate all programs undertaken in respect of indigenous populations by government,
religious and private bodies. INDI may approve the commencement
or continuation of programs, or mandate any changes it may deem
necessary. There are also several nongovernmental bodies working
with indigenous populations in Paraguay. The most important is the
semi-official Indigenist Association of Paraguay (AlP), which is often
consulted on matters of indigenous policy7 7 and administers land on
behalf of certain Indian groups.78 Religious missions have also been
given land titles for similar purposes and have wide de facto powers
to deal with the indigenous populations under their care.7 0
Mexico's National Indigenist Institute (INI)8° is made up of
representatives of various ministries and other interested bodies dealing with indigenous populations; the Government has reported that
this insures that all programs which might affect these groups are
brought to INI's attention."' Its principal means of direct action are
72. Act Respecting Native Communities and the Promotion of Farming in the
Forest and Forest-Border Regions, Peru Legis. Decree No. 20653, § 14 (June 18, 1974).
73. See text accompanying notes 269-77 infra.
74. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977). See Peru Legis. Decree No.
19352, 5th Complementary Provision (1972).
75. INDI was created by Paraguay Decree No. 18365 (Oct. 20, 1975), replacing
the former Department of Indian Affairs of the Ministry of National Defense.

76. Paraguay Decree No. 22274, §§ 1, 2 (Apr. 19, 1976).
77. For instance, the AIP was asked to name the chief officer of an official government body set up to deal with Indian affairs. See Rural Welfare Inst. (IBR), Council
Resolution No. 672 (Apr. 24, 1974). The IBR is a government agency which is re-

quired to allocate lands for Indian colonies. See note 142 infra.
78. R. BEJARANO, SOLUCIONEMOS NUESTRO PROBLEMA INDIGENA CON EL INDI
83 (Editorial Toledo, Asociaci6n Indigenista del Paraguay (ALP), Asunci6n: 1976); IBR,
Council Resolution No. 677 (Apr. 24, 1977).
79. R. BEjARANO, supra note 78.
80. Established by Mexico Legis. Decree of Nov. 10, 1948.
81. Government of Mexico, Report to the ILO (1974).
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its Indigenous Co-ordinating Centres,8 2 which, according to the Government's 1976 report, covered 2.3 of the 3.7 million Indians in the
country.83 INI is the principal body in this field, but it works in close
consultation with numerous national and state bodies concerned with
indigenous affairs.8 4
Three other countries have central agencies which play a less
active coordinating role. In Panama the Local Government and Indigenous Policy Section of the Ministry of Government and Justice has
the primary responsibility for coordinating different standards and programs relating to Indians, 8 5 and serves as a bridge between these populations and the central government.8 6 A similar arrangement exists in
Argentina, at least on the national level. The National Service for
Indigenous Affairs,87 which is under the Ministry for Social Welfare,
serves as a central clearing-house for requests made by the various
provincial governments for funding to carry out projects concerning
indigenous populations.8 There is no coordinated national program
specifically dealing with Indian affairs, although according to government reports such programs have been created on the provincial level., 9
In Colombia the role of the official bodies is also one of loose
coordination, with formal responsibility being lodged in the Ministry
of Government. 0 An inspection service for indigenous populations was
created in 1976, 91 and the Ministry also has an advisory body, the
82. Government of Mexico, Report to the ILO (1976).
83. Id. According to the report, there are 65 Centres, 3 Residences and 2 Coordinating Offices for the Centres.
84. According to the Government's 1974 report, the state bodies which have been
set up include: Patrimonio Indigena del Valle del Mezquital; Direcci6n General de
Asuntos Indigenas del Estada de Chiapas; Instituto de Investigaci6n e Integraci6n Social
del Estado de Oaxaca; Direcci6n de Asuntos Indigenas del Estado de San Luis Potosi;
Comisi6n de Desarrollo de la Tribu Seri del Estado de Sonora. Government of Mexico,
Report to the ILO (1974). The state legislation creating these bodies is not available
to the ILO.
85. According to the Government's 1974 report, this section was created by the
Ministry of Government and Justice at the end of 1971. Government of Panama, Report to the ILO (1974).
86. Government of Panama, Report to the ILO (1976).
87. The functions of the Department of Indian Affairs are defined in Argentina
Decree No. 3687 (July 7, 1969). In its 1972 report the Government stated that the
responsible body is now called the National Service for Indigenous Affairs. Government
of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1972). The 1977 report indicated that it comes
under the Ministry for Social Welfare, but has not indicated that Decree No. 3687,
mentioned above, has been amended. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO
(1977).
88. Government of Argentina, Reports to the ILO (1972, 1975, 1977).
89. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1977).
90. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1976).
91. Colombian national authorities informed a representative of the DirectorGeneral of the ILO that an inspection service was set up by Colombia Decree No. 062
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National Council on Indigenous Policy. 2 On the regional and local
levels a corps of "promoters of community development" has been
established to work with indigenous communities. 93 However, the
situation here differs significantly from that of Panama and Argentina
as a result of Colombia's delegation of civil, penal and judicial authority over large areas to the religious missions. 94 The new Concordat
concluded with the Vatican in 1974 replaced the control exercised by
the missions with a "special canonical regime," which, however, is not
defined in the text of the Concordat. 95 The Church will continue to
have a role in the administration of the "marginal zones" (also not
defined) and the State and the Church "will collaborate in the prompt
and effective promotion of the human and social conditions of the Indians and of the population resident in the marginal zones which are
under a special canonical regime."96 To administer these zones the
Concordat provides for a "Permanent Commission made up of officials
designated by the National Government and Prelates elected by the
Episcopal Conference, managed by mutual agreement, which will formulate and supervise the progressive development of the plans which
are adopted."9 7 It remains to be seen how responsibilities will be
shared and what programs will result.
Finally, two countries have no official machinery for dealing with
problems concerning indigenous populations. Bolivia is the most
heavily "Indian" of any Latin American country, with up to seventyfive percent of the population belonging to the Quechuan or Aymara
ethnic groups of Andean Indians.98 As in Peru, the indigenous popu(Jan. 16, 1976). The Committee of Experts has requested the Colombian Government to supply information on its powers and functions, and a copy of the decree.
Discussions between Colombian national authorities and the ILO (1976).
92. Created by Colombia Decree No. 2122 (1971).
93. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1976).

94. As of' 1972, there had been "formal legal delegation of the acculturation of
the 'savages' to 219 Catholic mission posts and to 33 groups of research workers of
the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), while the State maintained only 8 small
commissions in the whole national territory." Bonilla, The Destruction of the Colombian
Indian Groups, reprinted in WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, supra note 3, at 61. While
the relative numbers of posts cited here have not been confirmed in government reports
on Convention No. 107, the principle of delegation has been acknowledged.
95. See Holguin, supra note 53, at 135-40.
96. Id. The text of the Concordat has not been made available to the ILO. However, the article cited here was referred to in the Government's 1976 report as an
authoritative source. The. Committee of Experts has requested further information on
the contents of the C6ncordat and its effects.
97. Id.

98. There are many different estimates of the size of the "Indian" population
in Bolivia, from as low as 50% to as high as 75%. See 32 AamsiCA INDfOENA 678-83
(1972); ILO, supra note 3, at 34.
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lations are partly forest-dwelling and partly settled. 99 The latter are
considered part of the general rural population, and activities concerning them are essentially rural development projects carried out by
the Ministry of Rural and Agricultural Affairs. 00 The forest-dwelling
Indians, on the other hand, are mostly the responsibility of the various
religious missions working in the country. The Government stated in
its 1974 report that it had been unable to take direct action on behalf
of the forest-dwelling communities, "so the Supreme Government has
delegated to the Summer Institute of Linguistics several functions such
as medical care and literacy training for these populations."10
'1
The Government of Ecuador reported in 1977 that "no programmes exist which are exclusively for systematic and coordinated
action to safeguard the tribal populations.' 1 02 There is no body specifically concerned with action in this field, although the Government
stated in its 1976 report that the Ministry of Agriculture was exploring
the possibility of establishing a body to centralise such activities. 0 3
IV.

LAND

The right to own or possess land is probably the most importantand most complicated-facet of the relationship between indigenous
populations and the countries in which they live. When these groups
lose the land upon which they live, their cultures disintegrate and
they are dispersed among the general rural population or they simply
die; 10 4 inevitably, they will lose their land unless special measures are
taken to protect their rights. 0 5
Article 11 of Convention No. 107 provides that "the right of ownership, collective or individual, of the members of the populations
concerned over the lands which these populations traditionally occupy
shall be recognised."'' 0 However, these groups are rarely familiar with
the concept of private land ownership as we know it. Forest-dwellers
are typically nomadic or semi-nomadic hunters or gatherers who range
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.

ILO, supra note 3, at 35.
Government of Bolivia, Report to the ILO (1974).
Id.
Government of Bolivia, Report to the ILO (1977).
Government of Ecuador, Report to the ILO (1976).

104. See, e.g.,

SuPYSXUA:

A

DOCUMENTARY REPORT ON THE CONDITIONS OF THE

BRAzIL (Berkeley: Indigena and American Friends of Brazil 1974).
105. See, e.g., text accompanying note 117 infra; S. CORaY, supra note 36; J.
RIESTER, INDIANS OF EASTERN BOLIVIA: ASPECTS OF THEIR PRESENT SITUATION (Copenhagen: Int'l Work Group for Indigenous Affairs 1975).
106. Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 11.
INDIAN PEOPLES IN
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over wide areas. Also they may practise a "slash-and-bum" type of agriculture in which they farm a plot of land heavily until it is exhausted
and then move on.10 7 Neither of these systems is conducive to the attachment to land which results in the establishment of titles. Thus
these populations are unable to deal with the complexities of land
ownership in a more sophisticated society; when they do gain title
they are often quickly defrauded of it if special protection is not
108
provided.
Another problem is that the national society may wish to expand
into the underdeveloped areas occupied by primitive tribal societies.
There may be a search for more living space; a desire to exploit these
lands for agriculture or for mining; the wish to build roads and railways linking different parts of a country; the need to defend national
borders located in wilderness areas; or any number of other motives.
The classic confrontation then develops between organised society,
backed by advanced technology, and small, isolated tribal groups. Undoubtedly, primitive societies will lose control of their land if rigid
guidelines are not laid down by the national government. Even where
strong controls are established, frontier areas are notoriously difficult
to police, and the letter of the law is often not applied.
A third pattern emerges in countries where indigenous groups
have become sedentary and have formed part of the agricultural labour
force, or have acquired small individual or communal holdingsthough often without formal or clear title. As they enter into increased
,contact with the national society, their political and social organisation
is often replaced by a statutory form of organisation which groups
them in comunidades campesinas in exchange for clear land titles but
at the cost of their distinct cultural identity.1 09
Five countries-Argentina, Brazil, Colombia, Costa Rica and Paraguay-have special reserved areas for these populations but no other
programmes primarily oriented towards granting them land rights.
Indigenous populations in Panama and Peru inhabit special reserves
or live on lands under other types of title.
Costa Rican lands inhabited by indigenous populations were declared in 1945 to be inalienable and the exclusive property of their in107. ILO, supra note 3, at 201.
108. See note 105 supra. See also ILO, supra note 3, at 296, and the statement of the
Government of Argentina in its 1972 report that experience showed it was undesirable
to grant Indians individual titles to land in order to prevent abuses and the taking of
these lands by whites. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1972).
109. See, e.g., text accompanying notes 183-85 infra.
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habitants, 1 0° and in 1956 three reserves were created."' Soon after the
administrative system for indigenous populations was reorganised in
1973, CONAI I 12 took further steps to establish the land rights of these
populations. The act setting up CONAI provided that Indian reserves
registered in the name of the Land and Settlement Institute (ITCO)
were inalienable and reserved exclusively for settlement by Indian communities. 1 3 They were to be inhabited by Indians who did not own
land elsewhere, either registered or unregistered."

4

ITCO could grant

leases on these reserves for a limited period of time, which were not
transferable except to other Indians." 5 In six 1976 and 1977 executive
decrees, the Government created"16 and expanded"71 eight reserves, and
in another decree declared five of the newly created reserves to be
National Emergency Zones "in view of the constant invasions of their
land which the indigenous populations have suffered from non-Indians,
with the resulting devastation of their territories and the mistreatment
and neglect in which these populations have had to live."" 8 An executive decree of 1976 created five new reserves and stated that the reserves were to be the property of the indigenous communities; 119
any lands in the reserves owned by ITCO were to be ceded to the
Indians120 and property in the reserves owned by non-Indians was to
be confiscated and turned over to the Indians.12 ' Further, non-Indians
were barred from residing or doing business on the reserves except for
special cases (missionaries, nurses, teachers, etc.).122
The approaches adopted in other countries with Indian reserves
differ widely both in detail and in basic orientation. In Brazil, for
example, there is an extensive system of "native lands," including native
110. Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 45 (Dec. 3, 1945), as amended by Costa Rica
Exec. Decree No. 34 (Oct. 17, 1968).
111. Costa Rica Decree No. 34 (Nov. 15, 1956).
112. See text accompanying note 65 supra.
113. Costa Rica Act No. 5251 (July 13, 1973), Transitory Provision, as amended by
Costa Rica Decree No. 5651 (Dec. 13, 1974).

114. Id.
115. Id.
116. Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 5904-G (Apr. 10, 1976); Costa Rica Exec.
Decree No. 6036-G (June 12, 1976); Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 6037-G (June 15,
1976).

117. Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 6036-G (June 12, 1976).
118. Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 5905-G (Apr. 10, 1976).

119.
120.
121.
122.

Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 5964-G, § 4 (Apr. 10, 1976).
Id. 11.
Id. 8.
Id. § 6, as amended by Costa Rica Exec. Decree No. 6036-G (June 12, 1976).

The Government has confirmed these measures and provided for their implementation

in the 1977 Indian Act and its 1978 Regulations. See note 64 supra.
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reserves and parks, within which are found somewhat less than half
of the country's 200,000 Indians.'m Although they have permanent
usufruct of these lands, which may not be alienated, 24 it will be recalled that, until their emancipation from tutelage, Indians are legally
minors and thus legally incompetent to own land. 125 The lands they
inhabit are "the inalienable property of the Union."'120 Provision is
made for Indians, once emancipated, to obtain full ownership of land
by occupying a plot of less than fifty hectares for ten consecutive
years,1 27 but since, as we have seen, no Indians have yet been emancipated,1 28 this right remains inoperative for the time being.
The Brazilian Government considers that the Indians are not yet
capable of managing the lands they live on.

29

In the meantime, this

30°

function is carried out by FUNAI,
which runs stock-raising and
farming undertakings in these areas, with the Indians as labourers. 13
The income produced from such activities and from other uses of these
lands is administered by the Program for Financing Community Development (PRODEC), 3 2 which reinvests it in development projects
in these areas.1 33

PRODEC also administers income resulting from the use of these
lands by non-Indians, s4 which indicates that the right of exclusive
possession by the indigenous populations may be limited. Lands within
the formal limits of reserved areas are under lease to non-Indians for
stock-raising, 3 5 although the Indian Statute states that "native land
cannot be the object of leasing or renting or any juridical act or
negotiation that restricts the full exercise of direct possession by the
native community or the forest-dwellers.'1 3 6 However, the Statute does
123. Maps and other information communicated with the Government's 1976 re-

port show a large number of reserves. However, there are also extensive areas with
indigenous populations in which reserves have not been established. Legislation states
that "the reserved areas mentioned in this section are not to be confused with the areas
possessed from time immemorial by native tribes." Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001,
§ 26 (Dec. 19, 1973).
124. BRAZIL CONST. § 198; Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, §§ 2(IX), 18(i)
(Dec. 19, 1973).
125. See text accompanying notes 41-47 supra.
126. Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, § 22 (Dec. 19, 1973).
127. Id. § 33.
128. See text accompanying note 44 supra.
129. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
130. Indian Statute,. Brazil Act No. 6001, § 42 (Dec. 19, 1973).
131. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
132. Established by FUNAI under Order No. 374 (1976).
133. Id. § 1.
134. Id. § 2(a).
135. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
136. Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, § 18 (Dec. 19, 1973).
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allow such leases as are already in operation to continue to run "for
a reasonable time" at FUNAI's discretion. 137 In its 1976 report, the
8
Government stated that all such cases were under review. 1m
Lands reserved for Indians may also be leased by non-Indians for
mining and extractive processes, though the Government has reported
that only prospecting has been authorised so far and no extractive
permits have yet been granted. 3 9 Prospecting and mining may be licensed, but only if the cultural level attained by the Indians in the
40
area concerned makes it permissible.1
Paraguay's system of setting lands aside for indigenous peoples is
not, strictly speaking, a system of reserves; and the Indians concerned
do not own the land they occupy. There are many groups of forestdwelling Indians with no legal land rights. 41 The agrarian statute
provides that "the surviving Indian groups shall be assisted by the
Rural Welfare Institute (IBR) for their organisation into colonies. To
this end, the IBR shall assign the necessary lands for their settlement
and collaborate as much as possible with the appropriate state and
private bodies to promote the progressive integration of these popu142
lations into the economic and social development of the country."'
According to the Government's latest report, 43 the IBR has designated
some 100,000 hectares to be made available for these colonies and
44
thirty "National Indian Colonies" have been established.
The unique feature of this system is that the Indians themselves
hold -title to none of these lands, and the state itself has title to only
a minor portion. Since the end of the last century, various religious
missions and the AIP have been authorised to administer lands on
behalf of the Indians. 145 According to Bejarano, INDI holds title to
137. Id. § 62(3).
138. Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
139. Id.
140. Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001 § 45, read together with BRAZIL CONST.
art. 168, and Brazil Ministry of the Interior Order No. 77N (July 19, 1972) (Normas
Internas para o Assentimento de Pesquisa e Lavra Mineral em Terras Habitada Pelos

Selvicolas).
141. Government of Paraguay, Report to the ILO (1976). See also R. BEJARANO,
supra note 78, at 79-85.
142. Paraguay Act No. 854 (1963).
143. Government of Paraguay, Report to the ILO (1976).
144. Bejarano lists 32 colonies which have been established, rather than 30 as
listed by the Government. R. BEJARANO, supra note 78, at 83. This publication was
communicated to the ILO by the Government of Paraguay, thus lending authority to
the information contained therein.

145. Id. at 79-84.
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only about 17,000 of the 70,000 hectares on which Indian colonies
have been established. 146 Recent proposals for reform include the suggestions -thatno further powers be delegated to nonstate bodies for these
purposes and that land titles be gradually transferred to the indigenous communities themselves, 147 but the issue is yet to be decided.
In Argentina, a 1945 decree forbids the government from divesting itself of, or reducing the size of, indigenous reserves in stateowned lands occupied and used by Indians without the prior consent
of the National Service for Indian Affairs (NSIA) . 4s This currently
applies only to Tierra del Fuego,' 4 9 where there is a reserve comprised of Indians living on offshore islands, but its extension to all indigenous reserves is under consideration. 1 0 Most of the indigenous
populations, however, live on lands owned by the provinces5 1 and
have the right of usufruct guaranteed by provincial laws. 1 2 In some
cases provincial legislation may designate certain areas as indigenous
reserves.15a The recent emphasis in this area has been on encouraging
the settlement of indigenous families under a National Plan for
Colonisation and Social Justice Centres, 154 whereby land grants will
be made to "family economic units" through agreements between the
National Ministry of Social Welfare and the corresponding ministries
in each province. 15 In order to avoid usurpation, these lands are subject to such restrictions as inalienability and non-transferability for
forty years and they are accorded exemptions from taxes and guarantees against seizure' 56
146. Id. at 83.

147. Id. at 153-56.
148. Argentina Decree No. 9658, § 9 (1945). The text of the decree is not available to the ILO, but the Government's 1972 report described its contents and stated
that such action could not be taken "sin el informe previo del entonces Estado Mayor
General del Ej6rcito y de las Comisi6n Honoraria de Reducci6nes de Indias (actualmente Departamento de Asuntos Indigenas)." Government of Argentina, Report to the
ILO (1972).
149. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1972).

150. Id.
151. Id.
152. The Government stated in the same report that the Ministry of Social
Welfare was trying to deal with the problem of procuring land for Indian groups
through agreements with the Provinces, and would not agree to finance Indigenous
Community Development Programmes until the Provinces adopted legislation guaranteeing the Indians possession of lands. It stated that some (unspecified) Provinces had
already adopted such laws. Id.
153. Id. No information is available to the ILO on the number or location of
such reserves.
154. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1975).
155. Id.
156. Id. According to this report, these provisions are included in an agreement
with the Province of Buenos Aires.
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In Colombia, there are four main forms of land occupation among
indigenous populations: resguardos (reserves), reserved zones under
the agrarian reform legislation, private holdings and church-administered areas. The resguardos, which originated in grants made by the
Spanish Crown, are lands which Indian communities have obtained
by donations, purchases or grants. 57 They are owned collectively by
the communities, 158 and their alienation has been illegal since the
seventeenth century. 159 There have always been problems of encroachment on these lands, since the manner in which they have been obtained by the communities has often left title unclear. 60 In its 1975
report the Government indicated that resguardos now total 174,000
hectares, and that in recent years action had been taken to establish
6' A
or clarify legal titles and expand the areas of the resguardos.1
number of legal texts dealing with Indian land rights also provide
for the resguardos to be divided up among the Indian inhabitants, and
for title to be given to the Indians.162 This has been done in some
cases,163 but the extent of such divisions in recent years is not known.
Agrarian reform legislation was made specifically applicable to
Indians by decree in December 1969.164 Under the Social Agrarian
Reform Act,16 5 the Colombian Institute for Agrarian Reform
(INCORA) 6 6 is empowered to acquire lands by purchase 167 or expro157. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1971); V. D. BONMLA, supra

note 52, at 21-22. See also ILO, supra note 4, at 481-83. The administration of
resguardos is governed principally by Colombia Act No. 89 (Nov. 25, 1890); Colombia
Act No. 19 (Sept. 23, 1927) and Colombia Decree No. 1421 (July 18, 1940). See also
ILO, supra note 3, at 481-83.
158. Colombia Act No. 89, § 14 (Nov. 25, 1890).
159.

S. CoRRY, supra note 36, at 27.

160. ILO, supranote 3, at 309.
161. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1975). The creation of additional resguardos for indigenous groups who did not possess them was required by
statute in 1968. Colombia Act of 1968, No. 1, § 127 (amending Social Agrarian Reform
Act of 1961, § 84).
162. See, e.g., Colombia Decree, No. 2117, §§ 5-12 (Dec. 6, 1969); Colombia
Act No. 1, § 27 (Jan. 26, 1968); Colombia Decree No. 809 (Apr. 4, 1945); Colombia
Decree No. 918 (Apr. 14, 1944); Colombia Decree No. 01421 (July 18, 1940); Colombia Act No. 19 (Sept. 23, 1927); Colombia Act No. 89, § 30 (Nov. 25, 1890);
Cauca Ordinance No. 10 (Mar. 20, 1922).
163. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1976).
164. The full title reads "Ministry of Agriculture: Decree No. 2117 (December
6, 1969) by which is partially regulated [Colombia] Act No. 135 (1961) for the granting of lands, division and distribution of the resguardosand integration of Indian Lands
(ParcialidadesIndigenas) to the benefits of the Agrarian Reform."
165. Colombia Act No. 135 (Dec. 13, 1961).
166. See id. § 1.
167. Id. § 54 as amended by Colombia Act No. 1, § 12 (Jan. 26, 1968).
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priationes and to redistribute them, 169 preferably in parcels known as
"family economic units."'170 These parcels are sold to families on terms
which allow them to repay. the price of purchase and improvements
over a fifteen year period.17 ' Nothing in the Act suggests that Indian
communities were not eligible from the beginning to participate in
this scheme, but Decree No. 2117 directs INCORA to create reserved
zones of state-owned lands sufficient for the formation of family agricultural units specifically for members of indigenous tribes or groups
which did not own lands, with a view to their later division and distribution. 72 In its 1976 report the Government stated that these reserved zones comprised 1,813,014 hectares-ten times the extent of the
resguardos-and INCORA was reported to be studying the designation of additional reserve zones of almost 3.5 million hectares.' 7
The division of resguardos and reserved zones has resulted in a
third class of Indians who have individual title to the lands they
occupy. The number and extent of such holdings are not known.
Some reports mention, however, that the debt burden placed on
Indians who purchase parcels of land is often considerable, 174 and
one commentator even states that some Indian families have returned
to a forest-dwelling existence to escape from these debts. 7 5
Finally, in Colombia, there are the "mission territories." While
no authoritative figures are available on the extent of such holdings,
large areas of land have been ceded to religious missions since the
nineteenth century (under the mission agreements) 7 6 for the specific
purpose of acculturating the Indians living on these lands and converting them to Christianity. 77 The missions have administrative power
both over lands which they actually own and over those within the
168. Id.
169. Id. §2 83-94.
170. Id. § 50.
171. Id. §§ 80-83.
172. Colombia Decree No. 2117, § 1 (Dec. 6, 1969).
173. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1976). See also Colombia
Resolutions Nos. 361, 362 (Nov. 2, 1977) (designating reserve zones of 25,000 and
9,040 hectares respectively for Indian groups).
174. See S. COARY, supra note 36; Bonilla, supra note 94, at 58.
175. V. D. BONILLA, supra note 52, at 274.
176. See Bonilla, supra note 94, at 56-57.
177. Colombia Act No. 72 (1892), reprinted in MINISTERIO DE GonlanNo, DiY DESAROLLO DE LA COMUNIDAD, supra note 48.
The statute delegates power over Indians to the Catholic Church "until [they leave] the
savage state, in the judgment of the government . .. ." Id. § 2. See also text accompanying note 48 supra.
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areas where they are responsible for the Indians under Act No. 89 of
1890, but which may come under another legal regime.1"8
The Indians in Panama hold land under two different systems.
Under the first system, the 1972 Constitution requires that the state
reserve lands for collective ownership by indigenous communities.17 9
A large proportion of the forest-dwelling tribes of the country live
either on these reserves or in the second system, the comarcas-administrative districts inhabited by Indian tribes and communities.18 0
Except for the lands inside the reserves, Indians are subject to the
general agrarian reform legislation.'8
As discussed previously, there are two distinct groups of indigenous
populations in Peru, and their landholding patterns are governed by
two different kinds of legal provisions.8 2 In the non-forest areas, communities of indigenous populations formerly enjoyed legal recognition
as Indigenous Communities; 8 3 however, legislation adopted under the
agrarian reform program transformed the Indigenous Communities
outside the forest regions into Rural Communities and no longer recognised that the more settled agricultural indigenous groups in these
regions had any special status as indigenous peoples. 8 4 The communities of indigenous populations in the non-forest regions have therefore been treated on the same basis as other population groups in respect to agrarian reform and redistribution of land, and the Government has reported that it cannot distinguish between the treatment
afforded these populations and others in these regions.8 5
However, neither the agrarian reform legislation nor the Rural
Communities laws applied to the forest and forest-border (selva and
178. Colombia Act No. 89 (Nov. 25, 1890). See note 94 supra.
179. PANAMA CONST. § 16 states: "El Estado garantiza a las comunidades indigenas ]a reserva de las tierras necesarias y la propiedad colectiva de las mismas para
el lograr de su bienestar econ6mico."
180. See, e.g., Panama Act No. 16 (1953) and Panama Act No. 20 (1957), establishing respectively the Comarca of San Bias and a reserve in Rio Chico. The proportion of Indians living in these areas is not known, but the Government has stated
in its 1976 report that "many" Indians live there. Government of Panama, Report to

the ILO (1976).

181. Under sections 26 and 27 of the Agrarian Code, all lands are subject to
agrarian reform measures except, inter alia, reserves for Indian tribes. Panama Act No. 37
(Sept. 21, 1962).
182. See text accompanying notes 65-74 supra.
183. Estatuto Orginico de Comunidades Indigenas, Peru Pres. Decree No. 011-A
(1966), reprinted in ILO, LEGISLATIvE SERIES Per. 1 (1966).
184. See Peru Legis. Decree No. 17716 (June 24, 1969); Estatuto Especial de
Comunidades Campesinas, Peru Pres. Decree No. 37-70-A (1970).
185. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977).
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ceja de selva) regions.8 6 In 1974 the Act respecting Native Communities and the Promotion of Farming in the Forest and Forest-Border
Regions was adopted. 8 7 Section 9 of this Act guarantees the integrity of the territorial property of the Native Communities, and provides that property titles are to be granted for these lands. 8 8 In delineating the territory of these communities, the following must
be taken into account: (a) when the tribe has become sedentary, the
area actually occupied; 8 9 (b) when it engages in seasonal migrations,
the total area over which these extend; 90 and (c) when it possesses
insufficient land, the area necessary for its needs. 91' These lands are
to be inalienable, 192 but in the forest regions free access for oil and
gas pipelines and for mineral exploitation is allowed with no compensation to the inhabitants. 9 3 The Act also provides that when an initial
contact is made with a native group, an area shall be marked out provisionally in accordance with its use of the land until a definitive
grant can be made. 194 According to the Government's 1977 report,
former reserves for indigenous populations are being transformed into
Native Communities under the 1974 Act.' 95 The Government has
not yet indicated how much land has been designated for this purpose.
In Ecuador there is no special treatment of indigenous populations in regard to the ownership of land. 96 There are no reserves or
186. Peru Legis. Decree No. 17716 § 43 (June 24, 1969). See also Peru Legis.
Decree No. 20653 § 1 (June 18, 1974).
187. Peru Legis. Decree No. 20653 (June 18, 1974).
188. Peru Legis. Decree No. 20653 § 9 (June 18, 1974) provides, in relevant part,
as follows:
El Estado garantiza ]a integridad de la propiedad territorial de las Comunidades
Nativas; leventari el catastro correspondiente y les otorga- titulos de propledad.
Para la demarcaci6n del territorio de las Comunidades Nativas, se tendra
en cuento lo siguiente:
a) Cuando hayan adquirido caricter sedentario, la superficie que actualmente
ocupa;
b) Cuando realizan migraciones estacionales, la totalidad de ]a superficle
donde acostumnbran efectuarlas; y
c) Cuando posean tierras en cantidad insuficiente se les adjudicarA el irea
que requieran para la satisfacci6n de las necesidades de su poblaci6n.
189. Id. sub-par. a.
190. Id. sub-para. b.
191. Id. sub-para. c.
192. Id. § 11.
193. Id. § 29.
194. Peru Legis. Decree No. 20653, Transitory Provision V (June 18, 1974).
195. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977). No legislative texts creating
or converting these reserves have been located.
196. Government of Ecuador, Report to the ILO (1977).
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other areas set aside for them 9 7 and no mention of indigenous peoples
in the agrarian reform legislation.198 In its 1977 report the Government
stated that even without special indigenous population programs, most
Indians had gradually come to possess small plots of land. 99
Special areas for indigenous populations are also lacking in Bolivia.20 0 It will be recalled that the majority of Bolivia's population is
of indigenous descent, and that it is composed of two distinct
groups.20 ' In the Andean region there is a pattern of relatively large,
settled Indian communities 202 which have been treated as general rural
communities under the agrarian reform legislation.20 3 Section 42 of
the Basic Agrarian Reform Act2 04 provides that land taken from Indian
communities since January 1, 1900 shall be returned to them when
they have established title to it under regulations laid down for that
purpose. 205 The Government has not reported any such restitutions.
As concerns forest-dwelling populations, section 129 of the Basic
Agrarian Reform Act20 6 provides that they come under the protection
of the state. Section 130 of the Act states that the institutions responsible for the incorporation of the forest-dwellers into national life will
have sufficient land at their disposal to stabilize these populations
and convert them into independent farmers. 20 7 Furthermore, the collective and individual property of the forest-dwellers shall be inalienable.208 Section 131 requires these institutions to promote cooperative
systems of labour among forest-dwelling populations.2 0 9 The 1966 Legislative Decree on Colonisation2 10 requires the Institute of Colonisation and Development of Rural Communities to provide protection
for tribal groups in areas of colonisation and to respect their forms of
197.
198.
199.
200.
201.

Id.
Ecuador Agrarian Reform Act No. 1172 (Oct. 9, 1973).
Government of Ecuador, Report to the ILO (1977).
Government of Bolivia, Report to the ILO (1967).
See text accompanying notes 98-99 supra.

202. Kelm, The Present Situation of the Indian Population in Non-Andean
WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, supra note 3, at 165.
203. Id. This may be inferred from the fact that there is no distinction made in
the agrarian reform legislation between communities composed of Indians and other
communities, except as mentioned below.
204. Bolivia Basic Agrarian Reform Act No. 3464 (Aug. 2, 1953) (signed into law
Oct. 29, 1956).
205. Bolivia Pres. Decree No. 3732 (May 19, 1954); Bolivia Pres. Decree No.
4235 (Nov. 24, 1955).
206. Bolivia Basic Agrarian Reform Act No. 3464 § 129 (Aug. 2, 1953).

Bolivia, reprinted in

207. Id. § 130.
208. Id.
209. Id. § 131.
216. Bolivia Legis. Decree No. 07765 (July 31, 1966).
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land tenancy and use when delimiting lands to be colonised. 211 In
granting protection, the Institute is to observe the principles of sections
130 and 131 of the Basic Agrarian Reform Act.212 Again, the Government has given no concrete information on the implementation of
these principles.
An article by Fermindez 213 provides a detailed analysis of the
landholding patterns of indigenous populations in Mexico, which has
been confirmed in subsequent government reports. 214 Under the
Agrarian Reform Act of 1971,21.1 the Government has a policy of distributing lands to those who do not possess them: 21 6 indigenous populations are to have preference in obtaining these grants.2 1 7 Fernindez
states -that these populations are predominantly agricultural; in fact,
about eighty-five percent of the economically active Indian population

live mainly from agriculture. 21 8
Indians in Mexico own land in one of three different forms. The
first, ejidos, are communally held tracts near villages. About thirty per-

cent of indigenous landowners are ejidatarios,and they hold eight percent of such land in the country and twenty-one percent of all Indianheld land.219 The second, communal ownership of land, differs from
the ejidos system, since it is exclusively indigenous.

2 20

Thirty-nine per-

cent of the Indian landowners own communal land, which comprises
fifty percent of the Indian-held land.z22 Finally, thirty-one percent of
indigenous landowners hold private property, making up five percent
of all private property in the country and twenty-nine percent of the
2
Indian-held land. 22
V.

EDUCATION

Access -to educational facilities, the kind of education received, and
the languages used in the schools may be significant factors in preserv211. Id. §§ 91-95.
212. Id. § 92.
213. Fernandez, La Tenencia de la Tierra Entre los Grupos Indigenas de Mexico,
33 AM-RICA INDiGENA 1071, 1071-94 (1973).
214. Government of Mexico, Reports to the ILO (1973, 1974, 1976).
215. Ley Federal de Reforma Agraria de 16 marzo 1971, 41 D.O. (1971).
216. Id. § 8.

217. Id. § 199.

218. Fernindez, supra note 213, at 1071. The figures cited in text accompanying
notes 218 to 222 are based on 1960 information. Id. at 1080. They have been confirmed
in Government reports.
219. Fernandez, supra note 213, at 1079.

220. Id. at 1080.
221. Id.
222. Id.
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ing the cultural and linguistic heritage of indigenous populations or
in integrating them into the national culture. Most of the countries
under consideration here have at least some provision for educational
programs designed especially for indigenous populations, usually including some education in their native languages. Convention No. 107
provides that "measures shall be taken to ensure that members of the
populations concerned have the opportunity -to acquire education at
all levels on an equal footing with the rest of the national community,"2 23 that such programmes be adapted to the needs and cultural
levels of these populations,2 2 4 and that "children belonging to the populations concerned shall be taught to read and write in their mother
tongue" with a "progressive transition . . . to the national language. '2 25
One factor which makes it difficult to assess the practical application of the Convention's -terms and of the policy statements of governments is that religious missionary groups are often in de facto or de jure
control of Indians' education. 226 Coordination between government
agencies and missions is often not effective; laws and educational plans
may not be strictly observed by missions; and missions are rarely obligated to keep the government informed of the details of educational
activities. 227 Both Catholic and Protestant missionaries carry out educational activities in these countries. A major presence is the Sum,
mer Institute of Linguistics (SIL), a Protestant evangelist group
under -the Wycliffe Bible Translators, Inc. Its basic mandate is to
translate the Bible into indigenous languages, 22 8 and it thus has a
large network of philologists who study indigenous languages and
devise written alphabets for them. Several governments have contracted with the SIL to produce teaching materials in indigenous
223. Convention No. 107, supra note 1, art. 21.

224. Id. art. 22.
225. Id. art. 23.
226. See, e.g., text accompanying notes 63, 73, 96-99, 101 supra, and text accompanying notes 239, 247, 254, 260, 262, 264, 268, 275-77 infra.
227. This may be inferred in part from repeated requests made to governments
by the ILO Committee of Experts for information in this area, and the general lack of
substantive replies. In particular, the 1976 report of the Government of Panama stated
that the Summer Institute of Linguistics, in eight years of working in this field never
reported the results of its investigation to the Government. See also text accompanying
notes 48-56 & 96-98 supra, and 239-44 infra, suggesting that in Colombia, religious
missions have been virtually independent of government supervision in, inter alia, educational activities. See note 264 infra concerning Brazil.
228. See S. CORRY, supra note 36, at 5; Varese, Inter-Ethnic Relations in the
Selva of Peru, reprinted in WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, supra note 3, at 136.
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languages22 9 or even to undertake total responsibility for the education of the Indians.3 0 Recently, however, the SIL has been expelled
2
from Brazil and Panama. 3'
Argentina, which maintains no special programs for its indigenous
populations, stated in its latest (1977) report that although the possibility of bilingual education had been promoted by various Indian
groups, it was considered a problem inherent in the full integration
of indigenous groups into the national society, and there were no plans
to institute such a system. 232 In Ecuador, although the Constitution
provides that Indian languages as well as Spanish are to be used in
schools in areas predominantly inhabited by Indians, no such system
exists. 23 4 The latest (1977) report does include information, however,
on a system of Radio Schools run by an Indian organisation, the
Federation of Shuar Centres, with the cooperation of the Salesian
missions. Educational programs are provided on -these stations in the
Shuar group's language, one of several major Indian languages in the
235
country.
Costa Rica provides in its legislation for special Indian schools
in Indian reserves, 236 and one publication has reported that a "Unidad
de Educaci6n Indigena" has been created in the Ministry of Public
Education. 237 The Government has included no information in its
reports on recent efforts in this field, but in its first (1966) report on
the application of the Convention it stated that after an initial period,
teaching in the native languages of the Indians had been abandoned
because it was too slow, and because the population was divided into
so many small ethnic groups.2 38
The responsibility for Indian education in Colombia is at present unclear. The general delegation of authority over the Indians
to missions extended also 'to education.23 9 The State had no control
229. For example, in Panama see text accompanying note 247 infra; in Brazil see
text accompanying note 260 infra; and in Bolivia see text accompanying note 281 infra.
230. See text accompanying note 281 infra.
231. See text accompanying notes 247 & 260 infra.
232. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1977).
233. ECUADoR CONST. § 143(7).
234. See REPORT OF THE FIRST NATIONAL SEMINAR ON BILINGUAL EDUCATION IN
ECUADOR, October 15-20, 1973, recommendation No. 1.2.1.1 (Palacio legislativo, Quito,
1974), which recommends the establishment "de urgencia el sistema de educaci6n
bilinge, como respuesta a las necesidades nacionales."
235. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1977).
236. Costa Rica Decree No. 1 (Jan. 3, 1950).
237. Instituto Indigenista Interamericano, 35 AMERICA INDfOENA 878 (1975).
238. Government of Costa Rica, Report to the ILO (1966).
239. See note 94 supra.
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over indigenous education and had established no formal program for
it.240 As for bilingual education, the Defense of the Language Act
(1960) provides that all official documents, teaching, etc., shall be in
Spanish. 241 However, in its 1976 report the Government stated that
under the new Concordat (and following the declaration by the Su2
preme Court of the unconstitutionality of delegating such authority) 4
8
responsibility for education would pass to the national government.2
Additional information received from the Government indicated that
increased resources for education were being given to a programme
under the Division of Indigenous Integration,2-4 and the Committee
of Experts has requested further information.
Panama also seems to be undergoing a -transition in the education
of its indigenous populations. The basic requirement for bilingual
246
245
education is laid down in the 1972 Constitution, and in its reports
the Government has stated that bilingual education programmes are
being carried out by the Government and by various religious missions.
The Government programmes have been based partly on work done
by the Summer Institute of Linguistics. In its 1976 report the Government stated that the SIL's work had not been sufficiently oriented towards its concepts of bilingual education needs, and that the relationship was being terminated and further work to develop these programmes was being carried out in the Ministry of Education. 247 Along
with its report, the Government provided documentation which detailed the problems involved in bilingual education and proposed various solutions.2 48 This document noted that at the end of the 1974 school
year there were 167 schools which were totally indigenous, with about
15,000 pupils. However, according to the 1970 census, 78.5 percent of
the indigenous population were illiterate, compared with only 17.8
percent of the rest of the population.249 Vigorous proposals were
made to institute further studies and begin an active program of bi240. Holguin, supra note 53, at 137.

241. U.S.

FOR

ARMY HANDBOOK FOR COLOMBIA

105 (1970).

242. See note 51 supra.
243. Government of Colombia, Report to the ILO (1976).
244. Government of Colombia, Supplementary Report to the ILO (1976).
245. PANAMA CONST. art. 83.
246. Government of Panama, Reports to the ILO (1974, 1976).
247. Government of Panama, Report to the ILO (1976).
248. DESIGN OF A PROGRAM FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF BILINGUAL EDUCATION
INDIGENOUS GROUPS IN PANAMA (1975).
249. Id. at 2-3.
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lingual education.2 50 The Government's 1976 report indicated that
251
plans in this connection were under way.
Paraguay has a combination system, with some schools for Indians
run by the Government and some by missions. According to its latest
(1976) report, the Ministry of Education contains a Department of
Indian Affairs which runs ten official schools and thirty-five private,
subsidized schools, all at the primary level, with a total of 2,698
pupils. 252 There are thirty-five Indian teachers and thirty-three nonIndian teachers in these schools; and although -the curriculum is the
same as is used in primary schools for the rest of the population, the
Government has reported that the study programmes are flexible, permitting adaptations to the pupils involved. The same report stated
that each indigenous group has literacy training texts in its own dialect, which are used as an introduction to the Spanish language. 2 5
A publication by the Asociaci6n Indigenista del Paraguay contains
further information about the Indian education system, indicating that
at least 'thirty-four schools for the indigenous populations are operated
by the Mennonite missions.254 It may also be supposed that some
additional educational services are provided in the National Indian
Colonies by other mission groups, but no definite information is available.
Another country with a dual government/mission school system
is Brazil, where FUNAI provides such services for the 111,000 Indians
in the areas which it administers directly. 251 Its educational responsibilities are defined by sections 47 to 52 of the 1973 Indian Statute. 2 0
Section 49 provides that "the Indians shall be taught to read and write
in their own language and in Portuguese, action being taken to safeguard the use of the former." 257 The basic philosophy of Indian education is expressed in section 50: "The education of the Indian shall
be designed to integrate him into the nation by a gradual extension
250. Id. at 10-17. The three major programmes discussed were: (1) literacy training in the maternal language, with transition to and later education in Spanish, id. at
10; (2) literacy training and later education in the maternal language, with Spanish
taught as a second language, id. at 11; and (3) literacy training in maternal language,
and teaching of Spanish as a second language, with further education under a bilingual
curriculum, id. at 12.
251. Government of Panama, Report to the ILO (1976).
252. Government of Paraguay, Report to the ILO (1976).
253. Id.
254. See R. B-JARANO, supra note 78, at 105-23.
255. Government of Brazil, Reports to the ILO (1974, 1976 & 1977).
256. See text accompanying note 44 supra.
257. Indian S tatute, Brazil Act No. 6001, § 49 (Dec. 19, 1973).
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of his understanding of the general problems and values of the nation,
258
while endeavoring to make the best use of his natural aptitudes."
In its 1977 report, the Government stated that FUNAI operated 97
schools with 11,992 pupils, staffed by 108 teaching auxiliaries and 62
Indian "bilingual monitors," with 32 more Indian bilingual monitors
in training. 259 Under an agreement with the Summer Institute of Linguistics, textbooks were being prepared in the Indian languages, and
in 1974 the Government reported that some 50,000 copies had been
printed for distribution to 50 groups. Recent news reports indicate,
however, that the SIL was expelled from the Indian areas at -the end
of 1977.20 Finally, in 1977 FUNAI provided scholarships to 246 Indians for primary and secondary education, and to two Indians for
21
university training.
In the Indian areas where FUNAI has no posts, religious missions
work with about 50,000 Indians. 2 2 There are only limited figures
available on this, but in 1974 the Government reported that twentyseven missions were working in these areas.263 In 1973 a FUNAI/
Missions seminar recommended, inter alia, that FUNAI train more
teachers and bilingual monitors and assign them both to FUNAI and
mission posts, that FUNAI help the missions run their bilingual education programmes, and that FUNAI more closely coordinate missions'
264
educational activities.
Two of these countries, Peru and Bolivia, have given a formal
and substantial role to the Summer Institute of Linguistics in educating forest-dwelling Indians. In both countries there is a marked
differentiation between forest-dwelling Indians and Indian groups
which form part of the campesino population. 265 The Government of
Bolivia reported in 1969 that in the entire rural area-largely composed of ethnic Indians-there were some 9,100 teachers, mostly of
Indian origin, and 270,000 pupils.2 66 The Education Code provides
that Indian languages shall be used in beginning education, with a
progressive transition to Spanish. 28 7 No further information on .the

educational programmes for Indians in these areas has been reported.
258.
259.
260.
261.
262.
263.
264.
265.
266.
267.

Id. § 50.
Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1977).
E.g., TrmE, Jan. 9, 1978, at 38 (European ed.).
Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1977).
Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1974).
Id.
FUNAI, supranote 63.
See text accompanying notes 65-74 (Peru) and 99-101 (Bolivia) supra.
Government of Bolivia, Report to the ILO (1969).
Bolivia 06digo del Educaci6n § 115 (Jan. 20, 1955).
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As for the forest-dwelling populations, Government reports indicate that a Government agreement has given the SIL the responsibility for their education and incorporation into national life.208 According to the 1969 report, SIL trains Indian teachers and has prepared textbooks in the native languages. In 1974 the Government reported that there were 365 pupils in this area, served by twenty-four
teachers, all of whom were Indians.
In Peru, the indigenous populations outside the forest areas are
treated in the same manner as other rural populations for most purposes, and there are no legal differences between them. 2 0 However,
the Government has recently reported steps to deal with the existence
of several Indian languages in the country.27 0 The Indian language of
Quechuan was made an official language of the country,2' 7 and the
1972 General Education Act 272 recognised the existence of a variety
of languages in the country, promised to preserve and develop these
languages while also disseminating the knowledge of Spanish, and
established the principle of bilingual education.27 3 In its latest report,
the Government stated that a special commission had been established
in the Ministry of Education to deal with the problems arising out of
the adoption of Quechuan as an official language.27 4
As concerns the forest-dwelling Indians, the Government has had
an agreement since 1945 with the Summer Institute by which SIL
collaborates in the administration of the System of Bilingual Education (SEB) for Indians in the forest regions, where there are more
than thirty distinct Indian languages. 27 5 A new agreement was to be
signed in 1972, gradually replacing the American SIL linguists with
Peruvian nationals trained by SIL.27 6 The most recent information
268. Government of Bolivia, Reports to the ILO (1969, 1974).
269. See text accompanying notes 68-70 supra.
270. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977).
271. Id. See also 35 AMiRICA INDIGENA 660-61 (1975).
272. Ley General de Educaci6n, Decreto Ley No. 19326 (Mar. 21, 1972).
273.
La educ--aci6n considerarb en todas acciones ]a existencia en el pais de diversas
lenguas que son medios de comunicaci6n y expresi6n de cultura, y velarA por
su preservaci6n y desarrollo. La castellanizaci6n de toda la poblaci6n se hard
respetendo la personalidad cultural de los diversos grupos que conforman ]a
sociedad nacional y utilizando sus lenguas como vinculo de educaci6n.
Id. § 12.
274. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977).

275. MINISTERIO DE EDUCACI 6 N, LA EDUCACI6N BILINGUE Y LA INTEURACIOIN
SocIo-ECONOlICA DEL ABORIGEN DE LA SELVA (Lima: 1970). This was communicated
by the Government along with its 1970 report to the ILO.
276. Varese, Inter-Ethnic Relations in the Selva of Peru, reprinted in WORLD
COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, supra note 3, at 137.
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available to the ILO on the program indicates that in 1969 the SEB
was operating 146 schools serving 19 linguistic groups, with 256 teachers
277
and 6,500 pupils.
In its 1962 report, the Government of Mexico furnished information on its bilingual education system, indicating that it was carried
on through the Indigenous Coordinating Centres of the INI. 278 Both
regular schools and boarding schools are in operation in areas with
dispersed populations, and scholarships are given to Indians for
secondary education. 2 79 The indigenous comniunities are consulted
on the use of Spanish and the Indian vernacular; bilingual teaching
materials are furnished, and Indian teachers are trained. 210 The basic
framework of the programme has not changed since 1962, except to expand with the spread of the Coordinating Centres. 28 ' In its latest (1976)
report, the government stated that the INI coordinates its educational
activities through a special division in the Secretariat of Public Education, 28 2 and in the 1975-1976 school year 250,000 Indian pupils attended schools under INI auspices, with 10,255 teaching personnel. 2 83
Five thousand scholarships were given to Indians for secondary education, and 30,000 scholarships were given for primary education in
2 4
boarding schools. 8
VI.

LABOUR

This section will not attempt to show in detail the role of indigenous populations in the economies of various countries. 28 5 Instead,
it will cite the measures taken by the few countries which have undertaken specific steps to deal with the problems of Indian employment
as examples of the approaches which might be adopted.
Labour is dealt with in Article 15 of Convention No. 107, which
provides that "[e]ach Member shall, within the framework of national
laws and regulations, adopt special measures to ensure the effective
protection with regard to recruitment and conditions of employment
of workers belonging to the populations concerned so long as they are
277. MINISTERIO

DE EDUCACION,

supra note 275, annex 2.

278. Government of Mexico, Report to the ILO (1962).

279. Id.
280. Id.
281.
282.
283.
284.
285.
terms, see

See Government of Mexico, Reports to the ILO (1973, 1974, 1976).
Direcci6n de Educaci6n Extraescolar para el Medio Indigena.
Government of Mexico, Report to the ILO (1976).
Id.
For an analysis of this sort, which still remains valid at least in general
ILO, supra note 3, art. 15, para. 1.
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not in a position to enjoy the protection granted by law to workers in
general." 28 6 It also requires ratifying countries to "do everything possible to prevent all discrimination between workers belonging to the
2
populations concerned and other workers." sr
A major problem in assessing the labour conditions of indigenous
peoples is that in many countries they are largely outside the wageearning, "formal" workforce, or are employed on the margins of the
economy and in frontier areas where enforcement of labour legislation is at best occasional. 28 8 There is no question that in all the countries under study at least part of the indigenous population is in need
of the "special measures" of protection provided for in the Convention,
and that in almost all these countries such measures either do not
exist or have not been effectively implemented.
Anthropologists, 289 nongovernmental organisations, 29 ° church affiliated groups2 91 and news reporters292 have recently alleged that indigenous workers in most of these countries suffered employment abuses.
These allegations, studied by international intergovernmental organisations, 29 3 include remuneration below the legal minimum, 294 recruit286. Convention No. 107, supra note 2, art. 15, para. 1.
287. Id. para. 2.
288. See ILO, supra note 4, at 199-271.
289. See, e.g., International Congress of Americanists, Resolution of Sept. 5, 1972,
reprinted in 1. ATT DEL XL CONGRESO INTERNAZIONALE DEOLI AMERICANISTICI (RomaGenova: Sept. 3-10, 1972).

290. See, e.g., M. MiINZEL, THE Acni
hagen: 1973) ; S.CORRY,supra note 36.

INDIANS: GENOCIDE IN PARAGUAY (Copen-

291. See generally WORLD COUNCIL OF CHURCHES, supranote 3.
292. See generally the section "Noticiero Indigenista" in each issue of Amn9RICA
INDfGENA, which summarizes relevant news articles on indigenous populations from the
North and South American press.
293. See, e.g., ILO: Report of the Committee of Experts on the Application of
Conventions and Recommendations, Report III, Part 4A, Int'l Lab. Conf., 57th Session,
201-02 (Geneva: 1972); id., 60th Session, 158-59 (1975); id., 61st Session, 171 (1976).
See also ILO: Record of Proceedings, Int'l Lab. Conf., 60th Session, 708 (Geneva:
1975); id., 61st Session, 216 (1976); OAS, Report of Inter-American Commission on
Human Rights, OEA/Ser.P/AG/doc.520/75, at 80-82 (Mar. 31, 1975); and other
documents concerning the Paraguay case, including OAS: Resolution Concerning Case
1802 (Paraguay), Inter-American Commission on Human Rights, OEA/Ser.L./V/11.41,
doc. 14, (May 27, 1977); OAS, Report on the Work Accomplished by the InterAmerican Commission on Human Rights at its Thirtieth Session, OEA/Ser.L./VII.30/
doc. 45 rev. 1, (Aug. 6, 1973), Case 1690, 21-23 (Colombia); Anti-Slavery Society,
Bolivia-Report on a Visit to Investigate Allegations of Slavery, March-April 1977,
submitted to the Ad Hoc Working Group on Slavery of the UN Sub-Commission on
the Prevention of Discrimination and Protection of Minorities, at its meeting of August
11, 1977.
294. See, e.g., RIESTER, INDIANS OF EASTERN BOLIVIA: ASPECTS OF THEIR PRESENT SITUATION 15 (International Work Group for Indigenous Affairs, Copenhagen:
1975).
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ment and transport under extremely bad conditions, 95 debt-bondage
(the practise of inducing workers to incur financial obligations to the
employer through the purchase of high-priced basic commodities in
the employer's works store), 296 and unpaid forced labour,2 9 Tincluding
conditions of slavery. 29 8 Such abuses are normally said to occur in areas
where the governments have been unable to enforce national legislation, especially labour codes and regulations. It is difficult, however, to
obtain reliable verification of such allegations. No country has laws
which openly discriminate against these populations, but only a few
have established special measures to protect indigenous workers. 9
In eight of these ten countries-Brazil and Paraguay are the exceptions-there is no legislation providing special labour protection for
the indigenous populations, although all of them provide in their laws
or Constitutions that all citizens shall be equal before the law.300 Four
of them-Argentina, Bolivia, Colombia and Costa Rica-have reported
that no need has been found to take such measures and have provided no information on any problems that may exist;30 1 but all the
others have taken some cognisance of the problem, at least in their
reports on the application of Convention No. 107. In its 1976 report,
the Government of Panama indicated that most of the economically
active indigenous population were self-employed.3 02 Where they were
employed by others, for example, on banana plantations, trade unions
whose leaders were themselves Indians protected the workrs' inter03
ests.3
In Ecuador, article 148u of the Constitution provides that special
regulations are to be issued for agricultural work done by In-

dians.30 4 The Government has reported that Indians have been in295. See, e.g., Anti-Slavery Society, supra note 293, at 14-20.
296. See, e.g., S. CoRRY supra note 36, at 9-10.
297. See, e.g., Anti-Slavery Society, supra note 293, at 14-20, 25-28, and MiNZEL
supra note 290.
298. Id.
299. See text accompanying notes 302-342 infra.
300. See notes 39-40 supra.
301. Government of Argentina, Report to the ILO (1977); Government of Bolivia,
Reports to the ILO (1967, 1969, 1974). The Government of Bolivia stated that because
of communication problems and dispersal of the population in the "traditional areas"
it had not been possible to put concrete programs into effect. Government of Colombia,

Reports to the ILO (1971, 1976); Government of Costa Rica, Report to the ILO
(1966).
302. Government of Panama, Report to the ILO (1976).
303. Id.

304. EcuADoR CONST. § 148u provides: "El trabajo agricola, particularmente el
realizado por indios, ser-1 objeto de regulaciones especiales, de manera preferente en lo
relativo a jornadas de trabajo."
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tegrated into the economy in mining and agriculture on the same conditions as other Ecuadorians, and that legislation has recently been
adopted to guarantee that all important positions in communities inhabited by Indians are filled by them, and to facilitate the organisation of Indians into trade unions.0 5 Also relevant is a 1970 Presidential
Decree which abolished the practice of huasipungo00 and all other
forms of unpaid personal services whereby the campesino Indians of
the Sierra traditionally had to furnish labour to large landowners.3 07
Two countries have made at least some provision for a strict application of general labour legislation to the indigenous populations.
Mexico has no specific legislation to deal with the problems of indigenous workers, but it has reported that the Indigenous Coordinating
Centres of the National Indigenist Institute have been given responsibility for ensuring that Indian workers are not exploited. 08 According
to its 1971 report, the Centres have no legal authority to compel action,
but when Indians are hired they are instructed on their rights and
counselled on the conditions of work they should expect. The Centres
try to ensure that these conditions are at least the minimum required
by law.309 As an example of the activities undertaken in this area, the
Government reported in 1968 that the INI had intervened in Chihuahua to help form a trade union of indigenous workers. 10
In Peru the Native Communities Act provides that public officials
are obliged, under pain of civil and penal liability, to give immediate
attention to complaints from native communities regarding any violations of labour legislation or other actions which prejudice them (it
will be recalled that this Act applies only to forest-dwelling Indians). 11
While this provision lays down no definite guidelines, the Government's
1977 report stated that draft regulations under this provision would
soon appear and would provide in detail for its implementation. 812
305. Government of Ecuador, Report to the ILO on the application of the ILO's
Discrimination (Employment and Occupation) Convention No. 111, 1958, (1976). No

information has been received in the ILO on the dates or contents of this legislation,
but this information has been requested by the ILO.
306. Huasipungo was a system under which a farm labourer was paid part of his
wages in the form of usufruct of a plot of land (huasipungo) on the estate where he
had worked.
307. Decreto Supremo No. 373 (September 1, 1970) repealed by the "articulo
final" of the Ley de Reforma Agraria, Decreto Supremo No. 1172 (Oct. 9, 1973), and
replaced by sections 34-36 of the same law.
308. Government of Mexico, Reports to the ILO (1968, 1971).
309. Id. (1971).

310. Id. (1968).
311. Act Respecting Native Communities and the Promotion of Farming in the
forest and Forest-Border Regions, Peru Legis. Decree No. 20653, § 20 (June 18, 1974).

312. Government of Peru, Report to the ILO (1977).
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Chapter VII of the 1961 Labour Code of Paraguay prescribes
special standards for the "employment of indigenous workers from
communities which are not integrated with the rest of the population. '313 This chapter requires food and housing to be provided for
indigenous workers living in the undertaking which employs them,

14

wages 315

weekly payment of
and non-discrimination in their work
assignments vis-a-vis other workers.3 16 It forbids the sale of alcohol
or harmful drugs to indigenous workers in company stores or canteens, 317 and prohibits transporting employees from one part of the
national territory to another without their consent and without the
prior approval of the competent ministerial authorities.3 18 Finally,
forced labour 319 and the use of "fraud, trickery or any other such
practises to acquire their services against their will or in violation
of morality or Christian charity" are made unlawful. 32 0 A directive from
the General Directorate of Labour to regional labour inspectors refers
labour inspectors to these provisions of the Labour Code and reminds
them that Indians are citizens under the Constitution. 32 ' Regional labour
inspectors are instructed to supervise the employment of Indians and
the observance of labour laws in their regard, and to act as mediators
where necessary. 32 2 Further, they are to provide documentation on
their situation to the General Directorate. 2 3 The results of any such
investigations are not yet known to the ILO.
Brazil has established rather more detailed legislative provisions
for supervising the working conditions of Indians. Sections 14 to 16
of the Indian Statute 324 provide that Indians shall benefit from the
general labour legislation; 325 however, the conditions of work may be
adapted to their customs, 326 any contract of employment concluded
313. Codigo del Trabajo, Act No. 729, ch. VII, §§ 185-192 (Aug. 31, 1961).
This may be found at ILO: Legislative Series, 1961, at para. 1.

314. Id. § 186.
315. Id. § 188.
316. Id. § 191(b), (c).
317. Id. § 187.
318. Id. § 190.
319. Id.§ 191(b).
320. Id. § 191(d).
321. Circular No. 1 from the General Directorate of Labor to regional labour inspectors, paras. (a) & (b) (Apr. 23, 1973), reprinted in R. BEJARANO, supra note 78,
at 190.
322. Id. para. (c).

323.
324.
325.
326.

Id. para. (d).
Indian Statute, Brazil Act No. 6001, §§ 14-16 (Dec. 19, 1973).
Id. § 14.
Id.
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with "isolated" Indians shall be invalid, 327 and FUNAI must approve contracts of hire for other Indians, 3 28 and set up certain
guidelines for ,their employment. 29 According to these guidelines, encouragement must be given to team contracts or to contracts for work at
home, so as to favour the continuation of community life.3 0 A model
contract of employment established by FUNAI was communicated to
the ILO by the Government in 1976. 331 It provides for a description
of the workers' duties, 2 wages, 333 hours of work 334 and duration of the
contract,3 5 and prohibits the furnishing of alcohol to the Indians. 8s0
It establishes a standard form for recording the wages paid, 3 7 which
must be verified by a FUNAI post.338 The transportation of workers
to their place of employment,139 as well as health care,3 40 safe working
conditions341 and accident compensation3 42 are provided for. According
to the Government's 1976 report, the supervision of the Indians' working conditions is generally carried out by one of the more "evolved"
Indians among the group, who reports any irregularities to FUNAI.
In areas where FUNAI does not assist the Indians directly it intervenes
where necessary to correct abuses.
CONCLUSION

It will be seen from the above descriptions of the legislation and
practise in these ten countries that there is only very rarely a coordinated approach to the problems encountered by indigenous populations, either within the various countries or among them.8 3 In one
327. See note 46 supra.
328. Id.
329. Id. § 16, paras. (1)-(3).
330. Id. para. (1).
331. Ministdio do Interior, Fundac~o Nacional do Indio, Contrato de Trabalho,
communicated to ILO with Government of Brazil, Report to the ILO (1976).
332. Id. § 1.
333. Id. § 2.
334. Id. § 3.
335. Id. § 4.
336. Id. § 5.
337. Id. § 6.
338. Id.
339. Id. § 7.
340. Id. § 8.
341. Id.
342. Id.
343. It is not suggested that the fact that a "coordinated" approach is made to
these problems will necessarily yield a satisfactory solution. For instance, while Brazil

and Peru have recently adopted detailed legislation concerning Indians, the ILO Committee of Experts has continued to raise points in direct requests concerning, in par-
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country the principal legislation concerning Indians dates from 1890;34
in others the task of administering "Indian affairs" has been delegated
to private bodies345 or to religious organisations, 46 with only a minimal
involvement by the national government. Statements of national policy
47
concerning indigenous populations are also very rare.3
In several countries where the indigenous populations have been
partially integrated into the campesino populations,348 there is virtually
no recognition in internal law of the unique character of these peoples
as Indians, in spite of the fact that these countries have accepted that
Convention No. 107 applies to campesino Indians.3 49 In countries
where forest-dwelling Indians exist, governments have rarely taken
comprehensive measures to deal with the whole range of problems
facing these people as they are gradually assimilated into the more
dynamic national societies.3 50 Even where efforts have recently been
undertaken to begin to coordinate such activities, most have resulted
in -the assignment of coordinating functions to central organisations,
but without the establishment of definite and comprehensive guidelines.35 x
It is thus apparent that the problems of indigenous populations
in 'these countries have tended to be regarded as marginal, and as such
have received low priority. It is felt that their problems are more likely
to be solved by the disappearance of the Indian cultures than by positive measures to help them maintain their identity in the presence
of more assertive cultures. Any debate in these countries has only rarely
reached the stage of setting policy and taking action.
ticular, the right to own land and health and educational measures. However, the
existence of recently adopted and detailed legislation does reflect that a detailed
examination of the problem was carried out within the political system in each country,
and allows a constructive discussion of activities which are planned or being executed.
See text accompanying notes 41-47 & 70-72 supra.
344. Colombia: see text accompanying notes 48-51 supra.
345. Paraguay: see text accompanying notes 77-78 supra.
346. See text accompanying notes 47-56, 64, 79, 102 supra.
347. In none of these countries except Brazil is there detailed legislation setting
forth "indigenous policy" and covering all of the indigenous populations of the country.
348. Bolivia and Peru: see text accompanying notes 66-68, 98-100 supra.
349. Bolivia, Government Report to the ILO (1974). Peru: see note 68 supra.
350. For example, in Argentina the Government's functions in relation to Indians
are limited to some financial grants. See text accompanying notes 87-89 supra. Bolivia
has delegated all functions concerning forest-dwelling Indians to the Summer Institute
of Linguistics. See text accompanying note 101 supra. Ecuador has no programs for
Indian populations. See text accompanying notes 102-103 supra.
351. In Costa Rica, Paraguay, and Peru a central agency is responsible for carrying out or approving activities relating to Indian affairs, but in each case the legislation
concerned lacks definite standards for carrying out these activities. See text accompanying notes 64, 69-72, 75-76 supra.
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Indigenous peoples themselves, on the other hand, have begun
to formulate their own approaches to these problems. The best recent
example is the International Non-Governmental Organizations Conference on Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations in the
Americas, held in Geneva in September 1977.352 The foreword to the
Conference's final report states: "But perhaps the most important development in recent years has been the emerging ability of the indigenous peoples, in a number of regions, to organize themselves, to
make their situation known and to state their needs and aspirations
through their own spokesmen to the national and international communities."35 The Conference adopted a Final Resolution 5 4 and a
Declaration of Principles for the Defense of the Indigenous Nations
and Peoples of the Western Hemisphere, 355 which enunciated impressive standards for a general appreciation of the Indians' problems.350
As was stated in a recent study, however, "Marginal societies are
ill-equipped to bargain in 'the national arena since they have no pressures to bring there; bureaucracies are unlikely to afford great attention to their interests. 8 57 It is this "attention to their interests" on the
part of national governments which is necessary to make effective inroads on their problems.
Comparative studies such as this may be useful in detailing the
present situation in law and practise in the countries concerned, as
may larger projects such as the United Nations' Study of the Problem
of Discrimination Against Indigenous Populations,.5 8 now under way,
352. See Statements and Final Documents, International NGO Conference on
Discrimination against Indigenous Populations in the Americas, Special NGO Committee on Human Rights (Geneva: 1978). This may be obtained from Secretariat,
NGO Sub-Committee on Racism, Racial Discrimination, Apartheid and Decolonization,
P.O. Box 28, 1211 Geneva 20, Switzerland.
353. Id. at i.
354. Id. at 1-3.
355. Id. at 4-5.
356. This has not been the only recent gathering of indigenous peoples for discussing their problems. Others, which unlike the conference mentioned in the text, were
organized by the indigenous populations themselves, include the Indigenous Peoples
Conference in Port Alberni, British Columbia (Oct. 27-31, 1975) which resolved to
form a World Council of Indigenous Peoples (Recommendation No. 1, Preliminary Report
of the Indigenous Peoples Conference, 3-4 (1975). Information may be obtained from
the World Council of Indigenous Peoples, Estateta Universitaria, Apartado 10815,
Panama; and the First International Congress of Central American Indians, (Panama
City: Jan. 24-28, 1977).
357. Swift, Marginal Peoples at the Modern Frontier in Asia and the Arctic, 9
DEVELOPMENT & CHANGE 13 (1978). Although this article concerns marginal societies
particularly in Asia and the Arctic, it is written in more widely applicable terms; and
Jeremy Swift's qualifications to comment include the chairmanship of the Committee
for Indigenous Peoples (London).
358. See note 8 supra.
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and the continuing work of analysis and publication being done by
the Inter-American Indian Institute through its review, Amdrica Indigena.39 The dissemination of information is only the first step,
though.
It is a hopeful sign that a number of governments8 0 have been
willing to commit themselves to the regular scrutiny of the ILO's
supervisory bodies through ratification of the Indigenous and Tribal
Populations Convention. 361 However, the international nongovernmental and intergovernmental organisations working in this field, as
well as the organisations of indigenous populations and others within
the countries concerned, should increase their efforts to stimulate
governments to take positive action for these peoples on the basis
of a thorough examination of the questions involved. For instance,
these organisations should aim at ensuring that governments consult
existing representatives of the indigenous populations before defining
national development objectives,3 6 2 and take measures which affect
these populations only after considering the possible effects on their
cultures, land rights, and other interests. Until such steps are taken,
there is very little hope that the situation of indigenous populations
will begin to improve.
APPENDIX

Countries Having Ratified the Indigenous and Tribal Populations Convention
No. 107 (1957)

Country
Angola

Date of
Ratification
June 4, 1976

Argentina
Bangladesh
Belgium'
Bolivia
Brazil

January 18, 1960
June 22, 1972
November 19, 1958
January 12, 1965
June 18, 1965

Comments
First report on the application of
the Convention due on October
15, 1978.

359. See note 3 supra.
360. See app. infra.
361. See text accompanying notes 12-14 supra.
362. In response to questions raised in a number of requests by the ILO Committee
of Experts on any consultations on the implementation of Convention No. 107, which had
been carried out with representative groups of indigenous populations in countries having
ratified the Convention, only Mexico (in its report of 1976) has so far replied in the
affirmative.
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Country

Date of
Ratification

China

October 11, 1962

Colombia
Costa Rica
Cuba'
Dominican
Republic'
Egypt
El Salvador'
Ecuador
Ghana
Guinea-Bissau

March 4, 1969
May 4, 1959
June 2, 1958

Haitil
India
Malawi
Mexico
Pakistan
Panama
Paraguay
Peru
2
Portugal
Syrian Arab
Republic
Tunisia x

March 4, 1958
September 29, 1958
March 22, 1965
June 1, 1959
February 15, 1960
June 4, 1971
February 20, 1969
December 6, 1960
November 22, 1960

June 23, 1958
January 14, 1959
November 18, 1958
October 3, 1969
December 15, 1958
February 21, 1977

(Vol. 27
Comments

No reports have been received.
The People's Republic of China
has not taken up the membership
in the ILO that devolved upon

First report on the application of
the Convention due on October
15, 1978.

January 14, 1959
December 17, 1962

1. In these countries the Committee of Experts on the Application of Conventions
and Recommendations has accepted the governments' position that there arc no tribal
or semi-tribal populations within the meaning of the Convention in their national territories.
2. In 1961 Portugal renounced recourse to article 35 of the ILO Constitution, and
all territories administered by it were therefore considered to be part of metropolitan
Portugal. Convention No. 107, which is applicable only to indigenous populations in
independent countries, was therefore automatically applicable to these territories. In
1974 the Committee of Experts found (RCE, 1974, at 188) that in the light of resolutions adopted in this regard by certain bodies of the United Nations Organisation,
the Convention would thenceforth apply only to metropolitan Portugal as such (in which
there are no indigenous populations) and not to any other territories under Portuguese
administration. Following the later independence of these territories, Angola and GuineaBissau have subsequently ratified the Convention.

